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Forward-Looking Statements
In certain cases, the information in this report is based on estimates and forecasts made by the Tsubaki Group. The accuracy of numerical data, including
statistics, is not guaranteed. As a general rule, figures less than a unit have been rounded down to the nearest whole number. Also, unless otherwise specifically stated all numerical values relating to Company performance and its financial position have been calculated on a consolidated basis.

Data Regarding Environmental and Social Initiatives
This report was prepared with reference to the Ministry of the Environment of Japan’s Environmental Reporting Guidelines 2007, the Ministry of the Environment of Japan’s Environmental Accounting Guidelines, and the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Sustainability Reporting Guidelines, Third Edition (G3)
Reporting Period:
April 2009 to March 2010 (includes some activities after the reporting period)
Scope of Data Collection: Tsubakimoto Chain Kyotanabe Plant, Saitama Plant, and major Tsubakimoto Chain subsidiaries and affiliates (Tsubaki Emerson, Tsubakimoto Custom Chain, Tsubakimoto Sprocket, Tsubakimoto Bulk Systems, Tsubakimoto Mayfran, Tsubakimoto Iron Casting, and
Tsubaki Yamakyu Chain)

Aiming to be a Provider of “Only One Products”
Innovation in Motion

Throughout our history of more than 90 years since our founding, we have remained committed to manufacturing
in two fields: power transmission and materials handling. As manufacturing professionals, we are rigorously
dedicated to technical strengths, quality, and product development capabilities. Through our global supply
system, we provide the optimal products to customers in the form of best solutions. These are what Tsubaki calls
“only one products.”

To provide the best value to customers around the world,
the Tsubaki Group will continue to take on the challenge of innovation in motion.

Manufacturing
Capabilities
Tsubaki technologies begin with chains, which have
two functions: power transmission and conveyance.
Starting from chains, we have created automotive
parts, power transmission units and components,
and materials handling systems, and we have built
the foundation that supports our operations
today. This dedication to manufacturing
has remained unchanged since
our founding.

Global Operations
Capabilities

Global Marketing
Capabilities

Our global production and sales network is one of our
key strengths. We provide the optimal products to
customers around the world through 12 domestic
subsidiaries as well as 27 overseas subsidiaries, which
are located in such markets as the United States,
Europe, and China and other Asian countries.

We are focused on the timely provision of products
that are the best match for the global strategies of
our customers. Our evaluation in global markets is
underscored by our No. 1 worldwide shares in
general industrial-use steel chains and automotive
timing chain drive systems.
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Message from the President
Providing Best Value to Customers
Around the World
The Tsubaki Group has formulated a mission of providing best value
through manufacturing, and on that basis everyone at Tsubaki is
working together to advance the Group’s operating activities.

Tsubaki Mission Statement
Our Mission
Excellence in Manufacturing for Customers around the World
We will provide the best value to customers around the world by capitalizing on our technical strengths in power transmission products and materials handling systems.
Our Vision
We aim to be a leading company in the global markets for our products.

To achieve sustained growth in today’s markets, a company must earn strong support, not only from its customers but also
from all of its other stakeholders, including shareholders and investors, local communities, and the employees of suppliers.
Moreover, that wide-ranging, dynamic support must be effectively focused. The Tsubaki Group is no exception. We are working to increase the productivity of our customers and to help them conserve energy, as well as to differentiate products that
contribute to environmental countermeasures, in terms of both quality and production technologies. In these ways, we are
working to expand our operations on a global basis. We have received high evaluations from shareholders and investors.
Currently, the operating environment continues to be characterized by a sense of uncertainty about the global economy.
In this setting, the Group will return to the starting point of manufacturing and reemphasize the importance of quality and
technological capabilities as the core of sustained growth, while concurrently providing more-advanced solutions. In this way,
we will work to reinforce our management foundation. In fiscal 2010, ended March 31, 2010, a new product—the Tsubaki Zip
Chain Lifter—received the METI Minister’s Award, the highest honor in the Energy Conservation Prize awards program. (For
more information, please see page 32.) Moving forward, we will work to rapidly develop new products and to take on the
challenge of succeeding in new fields, such as modular conveyors.
In the past, the Group used a variety of external communications tools, such as corporate brochures, annual reports, and
environmental and CSR reports. However, from fiscal 2011 we have decided to publish a new communications tool, the
Tsubaki Corporate Report, which integrates the functions of the previous reports.
We hope that this new tool will serve to deepen the understanding of the Group through the impartial and comprehensive
provision of information about the Group to all stakeholders, such as our philosophy, current condition, and future strategies.
We would like to ask for your continued support and encouragement in the years ahead.
August 2010

Isamu Osa
President and Representative Director
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The Tsubaki Group’s Products and Network
The Tsubaki Group is providing customers around the world with
products that provide the best solutions and benefit society.

Tsubaki Products—Supporting Lifestyles and the Future
Step chains are used to drive escalator steps.
Tsubaki chains support daily lifestyles from
the ground up.

Timing belts and reducers are used in the
opening and closing mechanism for automatic doors. Tsubaki is playing a key role at
the entrances of office buildings and commercial facilities that are used by large numbers of people.

Clean-room environments are required for
the production of photovoltaic panels. Many
Tsubaki products, such as plastic chains and
power cylinders, are used in these production processes.

Timing chain drive systems are used in automotive engines and plastic cableveyors are
used in mini power slide doors.

減速機
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• 自動ドアの開閉装置にも用いられている減速機。多くの人が行きかうオフィスビルや商業施設の入り口で、つばきの減速機がひと役を担っています。

The Tsubaki Group’s Products and Network

Product Overview
Lineup of Products that Meet Customer Needs
Our products, which are widely used in the fields of power transmission and materials
handling, were all created as solutions for customers.

Chain Operations
Drive chains
Small-pitch conveyor chains
Large-pitch conveyor chains
Top chains
Sprockets
Support and guidance systems for cables and hoses
Timing belts and pulleys
RS roller chains

Small-pitch conveyor chains

Reducer lineup

Precision planetary gear reducers

Timing chain drive systems

Timing chain drive system parts

Automatic sorting equipment / Linisort

AGV roll paper feeding system

Power Transmission Units
and Components Operations
Reducers / Variable speed drives
Linear actuators
Locking devices
Shaft couplings
Cam clutches
Overload protectors

Automotive Parts Operations
Products for automotive engines
Timing chain drive systems
Timing chains
  (roller chains, silent chains)
Tensioners
Guides / Levers
Sprockets
Power drive chains

Materials Handling Systems
Operations
Systems for the distribution industry
Systems for the pharmaceutical industry
Systems for newspaper printing factories
Other conveyance, sorting, and storage systems
Modular conveyors
Bulk handling systems
Metalworking chip handling /
  coolant processing systems
04

These numerous parts, units, and systems are the products of the customization technologies used by the Tsubaki Group to
meet the needs of its customers. Moving forward, we will leverage the Tsubaki Group’s advanced technologies and system development capabilities to provide best solutions, not only in environmental countermeasures, which are increasing in
importance, but also in such areas as IT, operational speed, and cost reductions.

Large-pitch conveyor chains

Plastic top chains

Cableveyors

Timing belts

Power cylinders

Cam clutches

Power locks

Couplings

Roller chains

Silent chains

Tensioners

Power drive chains

Conveyance system for automobile
painting lines

Zip Chain Lifter

Flow conveyors

Coolant and scrap processing systems
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The Tsubaki Group’s Products and Network

Tsubaki Products Used in a Wide Range of Fields
We have provided the products that are the best match for the diverse needs of customers.
Moving forward, we will resolve a range of issues arising from differences in countries, regions,
and business environments and provide the best solutions.

Advanced Technology and
Certain Quality
Tsubaki industrial chains, No. 1 global market share
Our lineup of drive chains and conveyor chains includes
about 20,000 varieties, from steel chains to plastic chains.
In a wide range of industries, such as industrial machinery, machine tools, shipbuilding, steel, LCDs / semiconductors, and food, we are providing optimal chains of the
highest quality.
Chains are found everywhere in things that are in motion. Tsubaki’s most advanced chains are widely used
throughout society.
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Precision Control of Industrial
Machines
In the field of motion control, Tsubaki has
an abundant lineup of precision products.
We offer precision products that control the intricate
movement of machinery in a wide range of settings,
even in daily life.
Reducers are used to lift and lower elevators and in
multilevel car parking towers and linear actuators are used
to open and close the roofs of arcades and the doors of Ferris wheels. Couplings are used in wind-power generation
systems. Cam Clutches are used in ski lifts to back stop.
Abundant product lineups and combined technologies provide precision control of movement, such as
rotation, speed reduction, linear movement, shaft locking, and shock absorption.

This bookbinding equipment uses Lambda chains. These chains, which offer
long wear life even though they are lube-free, are widely used in printing
equipment and food processing equipment, which are adversely affected by
greasy dirt.

Tsubaki’s precision disk couplings are used to connect the speed increaser with
the generator in 1MW class wind-power generation systems. These disk couplings contribute to steady power transmission in the wind turbines.

Bucket-type continuous unloaders provide continuous unloading of cargo from
dry bulkers, such as iron ore and coal. Unloader conveyor chains are used to
drive the buckets, which are used in harsh environments.

Worm gear reducers are used to lift and lower elevators. They contribute to comfortable rides and safety.

More-Advanced,
More-Compact,
Longer Wear Life Parts
Tsubaki automotive products are the choice of the
world’s automakers.
In timing chain drive systems, which drive automotive
engine cam shafts, the Tsubaki Group has a domestic
market share of 72%* and a global market share of 34%*.
Tsubaki automotive parts, which are produced and
supplied through a system of six bases—in Japan, the
United States, Europe, Thailand, China, and South Korea—have been highly evaluated by the world’s leading
automakers. They are also used in hybrid cars, which are
recording rapid growth in demand.
* Share data is based on the Company’s research.

Leveraging Proposal
Capabilities in Conveyance,
Storage, and Sorting
Controlling the flow of goods and information at
work sites in the manufacturing and distribution
industries.
Large numbers of Tsubaki automatic sorting systems
have been installed in parcel collection and delivery
centers, and as a result we are sometimes referred to as
“sorting Tsubaki.” In the domestic market for automobile
body painting line conveyance systems, we are one of
the leaders in the number of installed units.
We provide innovative solutions in conveyance
systems for bulk materials, such as cement and biomass,
as well as in modular conveyors, such as Zip Chain Lifters.

This V-type engine uses a Tsubaki timing chain drive system. These systems are
also used in the engines of hybrid cars.

Linisort tray-type high-speed automatic sorting equipment accommodates
diverse product shapes, such as in the apparel, sundries, and food industries.
Actively used in a wide range of distribution applications, with features including high speed combined with quiet, safe, and highly reliable operation.

Tsubaki automotive parts (from inside: power drive chain, silent chain, roller
chain) meet the demanding quality requirements of automakers, including
durability, quietness, and compactness.

Aiming for the realization of individualized medicine, our sample storage system
was used in the Biobank, which has collected DNA and blood samples from
300,000 people. In addition, many of these systems are in use in the discovery
research facilities of pharmaceutical companies.
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The Tsubaki Group’s Products and Network

Tsubaki’s Global Network
The wide-ranging network of the Tsubaki Group, in both production and sales, provides real-time
support for the business operations of customers, in Japan and overseas.

 O verseas Group
Companies
 O verseas Plants, Offices,
Service Centers
Major Sales Outlets

Sales Composition by Region for Fiscal 2010

12%
5%

Japan (13 companies)

18%
65%
Japan

Kyotanabe Plant

Saitama Plant

Kyoto Plant

North America / South America (3 companies)

U.S. Tsubaki, Inc. (UST)

UST Holyoke Plant

UST Chicopee Plant

North America
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Tsubakimoto Singapore
Pte. Ltd.

Tsubakimoto Automotive
(Thailand) Co., Ltd.

Asia / Oceania

Tsubaki of Canada Limited

Europe (3 companies)

Tsubakimoto Europe B.V.

Asia / Oceania (17 companies)

Taiwan Tsubakimoto Co.

Europe

Hyogo Plant

Tsubaki Australia Pty. Limited

Tsubakimoto Automotive
(Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

KabelSchlepp GmbH

The Tsubaki Group’s
Performance and Strategies
The Tsubaki Group is striving to build a strong management foundation that is less susceptible to the
influence of economic fluctuations by rigorously bolstering its product capabilities and advancing the
globalization of its operations.

Consolidated Results: Long-Term Trends
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Aiming to Return to a Course of Growth
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Consolidated Results: Short-Term Trends
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Results on a Recovery Trend
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The Tsubaki Group’s Performance and Strategies

Interview with the President
Strengthening our management foundation to support sustained growth
Emergency response measures related to the global economic slump have come to an end.
Aiming to achieve sustainable growth, the Tsubaki Group will thoroughly strengthen its
management foundation and advance to a new stage.

Isamu Osa
President and Representative Director

In fiscal 2010, ended March 31, 2010, we recorded significant declines in sales and profit when compared
to fiscal 2009. However, operating income was ¥4.7 billion on a consolidated basis, greatly exceeding our
initial expectations of ¥0.8 billion. The global economy showed massive deterioration after the Lehman
shock. Regardless, we were able to turn a profit due to our early implementation of fixed cost-cutting
measures and other such emergency response measures.
The turbulence in the global economy has begun to calm, and accordingly in May 2010, the Tsubaki
Group established and subsequently announced a new three-year medium-term management plan set
to end with fiscal 2013. However, the numerical targets set for fiscal 2013 in this plan are merely passing
points. Whether we are to accelerate our growth from fiscal 2014 onward, or focus on making that growth
more sustainable, it is important that we use the three years until fiscal 2013 to build a solid management
foundation that is resilient to changes in the economy. This is the main goal of the next medium-term
management plan.
As a manufacturing company, the Tsubaki Group strives to place customers first and to provide the
best solutions to customers around the world. We aim to contribute to society as a whole through manufacturing initiatives, such as bolstering development of environmentally friendly products that help our
customers to reduce their environmental burdens and increase their economic efficiency.
I ask for the continued support of our shareholders and investors.
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Q

What are some key points in regard to the Tsubaki Group’s consolidated performance in fiscal 2010?
Through our early response to the decline in demand following the deterioration of the global economy, particularly in regard to our thorough measures to reduce fixed costs, we were able to achieve
operating income that exceeded our initial expectations.
In fiscal 2010, net sales fell 20.3% or ¥28.7 billion year on year. This substantial decrease in net sales pulled operating
income down to a level ¥13.1 billion lower than that of fiscal 2009. However, the Tsubaki Group managed to cut fixed costs,
such as personnel costs, by approximately ¥8.3 billion. Additionally, we worked to reduce variable costs through such
initiatives as promoting in-Group manufacturing. As a result of these efforts, operating income stood at ¥4.7 billion. This
represented a significant year-on-year decrease of 47.9%, and greatly exceeded our initial expectations of ¥0.8 billion.

Q

How was performance on a quarterly basis?
Net sales showed a trend toward recovery, particularly in Automotive Parts operations. Further, the
effects of cost-cutting measures were great, and as a result profit margins showed improvement that
was more impressive than that seen in net sales.
Consolidated net sales on a quarterly basis were as follows: net sales in the first quarter of fiscal 2010 fell to ¥23.9 billion,
however, from the second quarter onward we saw strong recovery, and in the fourth quarter net sales were ¥33.6 billion,
recovering to the same level as the third quarter of fiscal 2009 (¥33.1 billion). The speed of recovery, though, differed
greatly between different areas of operation. The greatest driving force behind the recovery was the Tsubaki Group’s
Automotive Parts operations. These operations are seeing particularly impressive recovery in sales in Japan, North America, and Asia. Conversely, areas related to capital investment, such as Chain operations, Power Transmission Units and
Components operations, and Materials Handling Systems operations, saw relatively sluggish recovery in sales. The curtailing of capital investment bottomed out and began to recover at a moderate pace in the second half of fiscal 2010.
However, taking into account the business trends that we have seen thus far, we expect that there will be a 3–6 month
time lag before the effects of the recovery spread to such areas as Chain operations and Power Transmission Units and
Components operations.
The operating income margin, however, improved to 8.2% in the fourth quarter of fiscal 2010. While net sales were at the
same level in the third quarter of fiscal 2009, the operating income margin at that time was only 4.8%. This represents the
improvement of our break-even point through the effects of the cost-cutting measures that I have mentioned previously.

Composition of Sales by Segment

Quarterly Results
%

Billions of yen
36

24

33.6
23.9

26.5

28.6

18%

8.2
8

6.3

12

4

1.9

FY2010
Net Sales
¥112.7 billion

Power Transmission
Products Segment

82%

0

0

–1.3
–12

Materials Handling
Systems Segment

12

10.1Q
Net sales (left)

2Q

3Q

Operating income margin (right)

4Q

–4

Chain operations
Power transmission units and components operations
Automotive parts operations
Materials handling systems operations
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The Tsubaki Group’s Performance and Strategies

Q

The newly announced medium-term management plan (for fiscal 2011 to 2013) targets net sales of ¥150.0
billion and an operating income margin of 9.0%, on a consolidated basis. These targets seem low compared to fiscal 2008, in which the Tsubaki Group achieved its highest record results (net sales of ¥167.2
billion and operating income margin of 11.8%). What is the reasoning behind this?
The Medium-Term Management Plan 2012 was established based on a medium-term perspective
and therefore places strengthening our management foundation to ensure sustainable growth as
its top priority. In order to construct a solid management foundation that is resilient to changes in
the economic environment, we will step up investments in areas that are crucial to this goal.
This medium-term management plan does not merely focus on the coming three-year period, but instead takes a more
medium-term perspective. Accordingly, its main priority is strengthening the Tsubaki Group’s management foundation
in order to improve the Group’s growth potential, as well as the sustainability of this growth. Previously, we have revised
medium-term management plans yearly. By setting this medium-term management plan for three years, we intend to
steadily implement investment that is crucial toward strengthening our management foundation.
Further, in fiscal 2008, when we achieved our record performance, the exchange rate was ¥114 to the US$ and ¥161 to
the euro. This medium-term management plan, however, is based on the yen remaining strong, with an exchange rate of
¥85 to the US$ and ¥115 to the euro. The difference in the exchange rates is another reason that these goals were set low.

Medium-Term Management Plan 2012

Outline of the Medium-Term Management Plan 2012

Three Years of Strengthening Management Foundation in Response to
Dramatically Changing Operating Environment
Without being limited by existing ideas,

Basic Management Policies

we will reevaluate product strategies and

1. Hone the “global best” management strategy
2. Strengthen foundation as a manufacturer
3. Become a solutions provider

long–term viewpoint and work to reform
our revenue / profit structure.

2010~2012

2013~2015

Strengthening management foundation for
sustained growth

Further strengthening of
revenue / profit structure

~2008

Expansion growth

regional strategies from a medium–to

2009
Emergency countermeasures
for rapid change in economic
environment

2016
100th anniversary
of founding

Consolidated Results Plan
FY 2011

Net sales
Operating income
Operating income margin
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FY 2013

¥127.0 bi�����
l����
lion

¥150.0 billion

¥6.4 billion

¥13.5 billion

5.0%

9.0%

Q

In the Medium-term Management Plan 2012, what specific strategies will you implement, and what are
the basic management policies behind these?
Based on three basic management policies—hone the “global best” management strategy, strengthen foundation as a manufacturer, and become a solutions provider—we will work to further differentiate ourselves, as it is this differentiation that is the source of the Tsubaki Group’s competitive edge.
Basic management policy 1: Hone the “global best” management strategy

The Tsubaki Group’s consolidated net sales ranged from ¥64.6 billion to ¥120.7 billion in the 1980s and from ¥101.6 billion
to ¥140.3 billion in the 1990s. Since 2000, net sales have ranged from ¥112.7 billion to ¥167.2 billion. In this manner, the
level of Tsubaki Group’s consolidated net sales has gradually increased. One of the factors behind this steady growth is
our implementation of the “global best” management strategy. We have progressively advanced the globalization of our
operations based on the concept of comprehensive optimization—optimal location for production, optimal location for
procurement, and optimal location for marketing. Regardless of the results, however, there still remained a number of
problems with the “global best” management strategy.
One example of this would be the operation of U.S. Tsubaki, Inc. (referred to as UST hereinafter), our subsidiary in the
United States. UST engages in production and sales of chains, power transmission products, automotive parts, and materials handling systems. At this subsidiary, optimization for specific regional characteristics was prioritized. This, however,
restricted our ability to perform comprehensive optimization on a global scale while taking into account the characteristics of all operations. Reflecting on this, in July 2010 we reorganized operations at UST, dividing it into headquarters,
which handles management only, and two operating companies. Each operating unit was then placed under the direct
control of a chief business officer (CBO). This allowed for the timely development and prompt implementation of global
strategies pertaining to production, procurement, and sales.
Another problem that occurred in relation to the “global best” management plan was the slow expansion of Chain
operations into the European market. While Chain operations boast a 24% share of the global market for industrial-use
steel chains, in the European market, that share was stalled at less than 10%. Aiming for the quick resolution of this problem, in April 2010 the Group purchased KabelSchlepp GmbH (referred to as KS hereinafter), and made it a subsidiary. (For
further information, please see the column below.) KS, based in Germany, possesses a diverse customer base, as well as
global manufacturing facilities. In addition to expanding our share of the cableveyor market, taking advantage of KS’  
European customer base will allow us to bolster sales of a wide range of Tsubaki products, including not only industrialuse steel chains but also such products as power transmission units and components. Furthermore, this contributes to
our ability to perform comprehensive optimization of production and procurement on a global scale.

Acquisition of KabelSchlepp GmbH (April 2010)

result, we will be able to combine the agent-based sales

KabelSchlepp (KS) is an equipment component manu-

channel that is a strength of the Tsubaki Group with the

facturer that was established in 1954. The company’s

direct sales network that is a strength of KS. We expect to

headquarters is in Wenden, Germany. With a pioneering

expand our global share of the markets for chains and

presence in support and guidance systems for cables

power transmission products. Moreover, by consolidat-

and hoses, which are known as cableveyors in Tsubaki-

ing bases, we will work to further increase efficiency in

moto’s product lineup, KS has a strong customer base

product development and production.

that includes more than 7,000 companies in Germany,
France, and Italy alone. In particular, KS has built a strong
direct sales system that serves top manufacturers of machine tools and automobiles.
Tsubakimoto has had a technical cooperation agreement with KS for many years, and in April 2010 we acquired KS for €20 million, making KS a subsidiary. As a

KS headquarters building and cableveyor production site
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Through such efforts, we are expanding our share in high-end markets in Europe and the United States. At the same
time, we will work to capture demand in the promising markets in emerging countries, such as the BRICs, and expand our
global market share. To this end, in addition to the sales office in Brazil established during 2009, we founded a sales company for power transmission products (general industrial machinery and parts) in India in June 2010. However, in order to
advance in emerging markets, it is not enough to simply increase the number of sales offices. I believe that it is important
that we work to provide new products tailored to each market’s needs. To enhance our ability to introduce such products,
we will thoroughly cut cost by revising our component lineup and reevaluating our manufacturing processes.
Basic management policy 2: Strengthen foundation as a manufacturer
The Tsubaki Group possesses product lines that have a large share of the global market in each of the areas it operates in.
Further, it has steadily expanded the scope of these business activities. The reason it was able to accomplish these feats
lies in its product and manufacturing technologies, which have been the driving force behind the differentiation of the
Tsubaki Group. During the period of the new medium-term management plan, we will return once again to these roots.
I believe that working to further improve the quality of all of our products will form the foundation on which we will
achieve sustainable growth.
Dantotsu activities are an example of our efforts geared toward this goal. These activities are not based on the conventional approach of reducing quality defects or increasing productivity. They are production innovation activities that
are rigorously focused on quality and costs, so that we achieve “zero quality defects” and do not have to stop a production line once per day. In Automotive Parts operations, where these production innovation activities were introduced at
an early stage, not only was there an improvement in product quality, profitability also greatly increased due to the substantial rise in productivity. As a result, the segment achieved higher income regardless of the decrease in sales. Going
forward, the Tsubaki Group will implement these dantotsu activities at all Group manufacturing companies. Moreover,
we will work to bolster our human resources development on a global basis through such initiatives as posting engineers
overseas and sending young engineers on overseas assignments.
Productivity in Automotive Parts Operations (Saitama Plant)
(Production Amount per Hour)
Index (second half of fiscal 2009 = 100)
140

120

120

126

100
100

0

09.2H

10.1H

10.2H

Auto Engineering Lab Opens at the Saitama Plant

and processing technologies for the efficient mass pro-

(June 2009)

duction of new products. In these ways, we will work to

At the Saitama Plant, we opened the Auto Engineering

achieve further gains in the quality, technologies, and

Lab, which started full scale operations in June 2009. This

production capacity of the Group’s automotive parts op-

lab will be our base for R&D in next-generation automo-

erations and to differentiate those operations.

tive technologies and parts, such as timing chain drive
systems, in which we have a global market share of more
than 30%.
At the lab, we collect data from performance tests of
products using actual engines and vehicles. In addition,
customers can directly view testing conditions and results. Moreover, we will research structures and materials
needed to create environmentally friendly products and
to reduce costs. We will also develop new production
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The building housing the Auto Engineering Lab reflects consideration for
the environment, such as rooftop greening.

Basic management policy 3: Become a solutions provider
There are two implications to our basic management policy of becoming a solutions provider.
The first is to go one step beyond simply producing products at the request of customers. This entails proposing solutions to customer problems and working together with customers to develop products. While we have always been
strong in this area, we will work to further increase this strength. In fiscal 2009, the Automotive Parts segment, which
primarily sells products directly to customers, opened the Auto Engineering Lab at the flagship Saitama Plant. This new
lab allows customers to see first-hand the details and results of technological tests conducted on actual engines and
vehicles. Additionally, in regard to Chain and Power Transmission Units and Components operations, which primarily
deal indirectly through retailers, we are strengthening the system through which sales divisions can analyze and understand the needs of products’ end-users, and communicate these to manufacturing divisions in a timely manner.
The second is to expand into new areas of operation. Looking at the lineup of Tsubaki products, the Power Transmission Products segment (chains, power transmission units and components, and automotive parts) deals in parts and
units, and the Materials Handling Systems segment deals in systems. However, our development in the area of modules,
which are positioned between the two, has been slow. For the past several years, we have been advancing the development of module products. In particular, we have been highly successful in our development of such new products as the
Zip Chain Lifter*1, an ultra-high-speed elevator, and the Direflex Modular Unit*2. In fiscal 2011, we will develop a Module
Business Unit in the Materials Handling Systems segment, and work to expand operations in the area of modules, which
we have previously been unable to fully enter into.
*1 Z
 ip Chain Lifter: A lifter that uses two chains that interlock in a zip-like fashion to form a single strong unit that can be pushed or pulled.
*2 Direflex Modular Unit: A compact monofunctional conveyor unit that is capable of paying out, rotation while stopped, and rotation while traveling.

Centered on these three basic management policies, we will strive to build a strong management foundation
that supports sustained growth. Through manufacturing initiatives, the Tsubaki Group will endeavor to provide
the best solutions to customers around the world.

Taking on the Challenge of the Module Business

Operational Fields after the Establishment of the Module Business
Parts

Units

Power Transmission Field

Modules

Systems

Module Business Unit

Materials Handling Systems Field

Tsubaki’s Comprehensive Strengths

Enhancing our Lineup of Modular Conveyors through
Sales Tie-up with FlexLink, of Sweden (July 2010)

To enhance the lineup of products in our Module
Business, we concluded a sales tie-up agreement with
Sweden’s FlexLink, which has a 50% share of the global market for aluminum-frame modular conveyors.
From July 1, we started sales of FlexLink’s aluminumframe 3-D conveyors. Through combinations of more
than 10,000 units and components, these conveyor
systems can flexibly accommodate diverse conveyance styles matched to applications, such as linear,
round, inclined, and vertical movement. The systems
are suitable for comparatively small volume, light
weight conveyance operations. The Company will

work to increase sales of these products. These sales
initiatives will include offering these products in
combination with our high-speed Zip Chain Lifter for
use in such areas as automotive parts, photovoltaic
panels, and medical equipment.

FlexLink System, 3-D
conveyor
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Tsubaki’s Eco & Eco (Ecology and Economy)
Tsubaki’s environmentally friendly eco-products help customers to
achieve their own environmental objectives.
As an equipment manufacturer, the Tsubaki Group works to develop environmentally friendly
products that help its customers to reduce the environmental burden of their operations and to
improve their economic efficiency. To that end, we have instituted a policy that all of the new
products that we develop must be environmentally friendly.

The Tsubaki Group’s Eco & Eco Approach
For Tsubaki, Eco & Eco (Ecology and Economy) means working for both a reduced environmental burden and enhanced economic efficiency, such as cost saving for customers, through the provision of environmentally friendly products to customers.
Through its products, the Tsubaki Group will work together with its customers to drive progress in environmental friendliness and
to enhance customers’ economic efficiency.
Customers

Tsubaki Group

Ecology—
increasing
benefits

Focusing on Eco & Eco functionality

Development
of Eco-Products

Provision

Products that Meet
Tsubaki’s Eco-Evaluation
Standards

Economy—
increasing
benefits

Eco & Eco Benefits that are Provided

Tsubaki Group Activities Targeting

to Customers by Eco-Products

Eco & Eco Functionality

By using environmentally friendly Tsubaki eco-products, cus-

Increasing environmentally friendly products is a major

tomers can realize reduced environmental burden, improved

theme in the Tsubaki Group’s efforts to establish a founda-

worksites, increased efficiency, and enhanced quality. In ad-

tion for environmental management. In this way, we are

dition, customers can create environmentally friendly prod-

working toward such objectives as achieving smaller sizes

ucts by incorporating Tsubaki eco-products into their own

by enhancing functionality and reducing waste through

products, thereby creating environmentally friendly prod-

long wear life.

ucts that can expand their business opportunities.

<Points of Eco-Product Development>

<Benefits from the Use of Eco-Products>

(1) Pursuit of eco-design, reduced environmental burden of

(1) Reducing customer procurement costs as a result of simpler products
(2) Reducing running costs, such as through long wear life
and maintenance-free operation
(3) Promoting resource recycling and reducing incineration
costs through reuse and recycling
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procured products
(2) Rationalization of eco-responsiveness through the introduction of life-cycle assessment (LCA)
(3) Build an environmentally friendly image with
eco-products as a foundation

Moving Forward, all New Products will be Eco-Products.
In accordance with the key phrase, “All new product development is eco-product development,” the entire Tsubaki Group is working
together in the development of eco-products.
Environmental Friendliness Factors
The Tsubaki Group classifies the environmental friendliness factors that are under its control into seven categories. These factors are used in the
formation of a framework for product development and design.
Environmental Friendliness Factors

Product Specification Definitions

Benefits

Resource conservation,
reduction of waste generated

Reduction of amount of resources consumed, recycling,
increased wear life, etc., leading to resource conservation

Small size and light weight, lube-free, long wear
life, reduced waste, recycling, no residue

Energy saving, reduced CO2
emissions

Reduced energy usage, leading to reductions in CO2

Low friction, high efficiency, small size and light
weight

Clean workplaces and usage
environments

Leading to improvements in customer workplace environments, usage environments, etc.

Lube-free, minimal dust, prevention of spills

Consideration for the
surrounding environment

Consideration for the area around customer worksites and for
the general living environment in the surrounding area

Pollution prevention, low noise, low vibration,
low odor

Ease of disposal

Supporting environmental friendliness through recyclability,
waste sortability, etc.

Use of same types of materials, ease of
disassembly

Reuse

Reuse of certain product components after product collection Reuse of products

Consideration for harmful
substances

Elimination of harmful chemical substances, including
reductions in line with customer requests

Reduction in harmful chemical substances, use
of edible grease

Eco-Product Decision Process
To increase the reliability of product environmental friendliness, the Tsubaki Group has set standards that must be fulfilled for a product to
be considered an eco-product.
Evaluation Manual / EcoEvaluation Standards

Product Design

Eco-Evaluations

Determination / Display

We determine eco-evaluation
standards for various products in
accordance with the Tsubaki Group
standards manual.

To satisfy eco-evaluation
standards, we implement
environmentally friendly
product design.

We conduct eco-evaluations of
products in accordance with our
evaluation manual and ecoevaluation standards.

Only when a product clears the
evaluation process is it considered
to be an eco-product.

Representative Eco-Products
RS Roller Chain G7-EX

Environmental Friendliness Factors

Double the wear life
(through longer wear life)

• 

Reduction in maintenance
time and effort

• 

49

% reduction  
       in CO2 emissions*1

33% increase in drive

• 

performance
(through reduced size)

37

% reduction
       in CO2 emissions*2

Reduction in chain switching costs

• 

Ecology,
Economy

Reduction in space and cost
through smaller equipment

• 

 eduction in costs through
R
smaller chains

• 

*1 In comparison with the Company’s conventional RS Roller Chain (RS80-1) and LCA Inventory analysis (per unit)
*2 In comparison with the Company’s conventional RS Roller Chain (RS100-1 and RS80-1) and LCA Inventory analysis (per unit)
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Fiscal 2011 Segment Strategies
Chain Operations
Steady progress in business development based on a global perspective
The chain industry is undergoing reorganization on a global scale. In this setting, the Tsubaki Group will work to
further increase its share in high-end of the markets, where we can leverage our technical strengths, and we will
accelerate our business development activities in growth fields, such as photovoltaic panels.

Our highest priority will be to increase our share in highend markets, centered on differentiated products in areas
where we can leverage the strengths of our products,
such as abrasion resistance, strength, and energy efficiency.
Specifically, in North America we will work to expand
sales of the RS Roller Chain G7-EX. In comparison with
conventional products, this new roller chain provides
twice the wear life and 33% better drive performance. In
Europe, we introduced the RS-WINNER, a new Europeanspecification roller chain. We will also take steps to expand our share of the chain market, such as leveraging
the customer base of the recently acquired KS. In Japan,
meanwhile, we will make the most of our proposal capabilities and promote the usage of Tsubaki products in

growth fields, such as areas related to photovoltaic panels and lithium batteries.
In emerging markets, our strategy calls for focusing
on industries that are recording relatively stable growth,
even in a challenging global economic environment,
such as mining and steel. In addition, we will strive to accelerate growth in sales of conveyor chains in China,
which is recording relatively strong economic expansion.
In this way, we are steadily implementing our marketing strategy. Moreover, in addition to Japan and the
United States, we are working to optimize our supply
bases in such markets as Taiwan, South Korea, and Germany, and strategic partner in Brazil and Italy. We will
also implement dantotsu activities to further strengthen
our production technologies.
Chain Operations
Results of Operations*
Billions of yen

%

60

52.4
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12
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44.6

40

8.2
8

35.2

20

Strategic product for the European market: RS-WINNER

Sales promotion tools available
in six languages, including
Russian

4

0.2
0

2.2

10 (Results) 11 (Plan) 13 (Plan)

0
FY

Net sales (left)
Operating income margin (right)
* From fiscal 2011, sprocket operations are included
in this segment.

38ｘ47
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Automotive Parts Operations
Expanding global share with acquisition of new engine projects
In developed countries, we will use our advanced technical proposal capabilities to achieve continued progress with
our differentiation strategy. In addition, through wide-ranging innovation and improvements in the areas of “costs
and speed,” we will move forward aggressively in emerging markets and strive to expand our global market share for
timing chain drive systems.

In developed countries, we will follow the key concept of
“differentiation in environmental technologies” as we continue working to expand our share in high-end markets,
where we can fully leverage the strengths of our products.
These advantages include small size, light weight, high
efficiency, low friction loss, long wear life, and low noise
operation.
However, the scale of the automotive industry is recording rapid growth in China and other emerging markets. In this setting, to further expand the global share of
the Tsubaki Group we need to implement aggressive initiatives targeting these emerging markets. Our key words
in these markets will be “costs and speed.” Especially in

regard to costs, we need to rapidly develop timing chain
drive systems that can be provided at substantially lower
prices. To that end, we will make full use of the Auto Engineering Lab that we opened at the Saitama Plant to propel further innovation in production and development. At
the same time, we will accelerate our implementation of
dantotsu activities, which are already generating substantial results at the Saitama Plant. Moreover, we will take
steps to further strengthen our global production system,
which now has bases in six regions—Japan, North America, Europe, Thailand, China, and South Korea. For example,
we are building a new plant in South Korea that is scheduled to be completed in June 2011.

Automotive Parts Operations
Results of Operations
Billions of yen

%

60

12

10.9
9.5

10.2
47.2

40

8

38.2

38.7

20

Testing in anechoic engine bench room

0

4

10 (Results) 11 (Plan) 13 (Plan)
Net sales (left)

0
FY

Operating income margin (right)

38ｘ47
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Power Transmission Units and Components Operations
Rigorously enhancing product capabilities
through technical leadership
By fostering innovation in production technologies, we will enhance our
product capabilities and productivity and achieve business growth.
These operations are characterized by a large number of products and intense
competition. Accordingly, it is essential to have a flexible marketing strategy based
on technical differentiation. In particular, three of our products have been highly
evaluated for their differentiated technologies—cam clutches, linear actuators,
and worm gear reducers. Moving forward, these three products will play a central
role in our efforts to expand our share in overseas markets.
We will also focus on expanding our business in comparatively new fields,
such as cam clutches for motorcycles and four-wheeled vehicles. In fiscal 2011,
ending March 31, 2011, sales of cam clutches for use in motorcycle starters and in
four-wheeled vehicle automatic transmissions are expected to record substantial
growth, rising 50% to 100% from fiscal 2010.
In addition, this segment will work together with the chain segment to implement business development initiatives in new markets, such as mining. As one
facet of those activities, we have restarted sales of ultra-large couplings used in
petroleum plants. In the future, through sustained innovation in production technologies, we will endeavor to further expand the scope of the segment’s business.

Power Transmission Units and
Components Operations
Results of Operations*
Billions of yen

%

30

12

9.2
20

18.4
18.5

8

20.7

6.6
10

0

4

0

‒0.8

10 (Results) 11 (Plan) 13 (Plan)

FY

Net sales (left)
Operating income margin (right)
* Sprocket operations, which were included in this
segment through fiscal 2010, were transferred to
chain operations from fiscal 2011.

Materials Handling Systems Operations
Building a foundation for stable, ongoing operations
by bolstering solutions provision activities and customer service
We will bolster the provision of solutions and step up our promotion of the
Module Business and our focus on increasing maintenance services.
This segment’s results are heavily influenced by trends in private-sector capital
investment. In this operating environment, to foster stable growth in this segment we must bolster the provision of solutions and enhance customer service. Accordingly, we will strengthen all functions and services in sales,
engineering, and maintenance and will work closely with our customers at
their work sites to provide solutions that help them to resolve their challenges.
Also, we will focus on enhancing the capabilities of our automatic sorting
systems, which have been highly evaluated for their operational stability and
sorting precision. At the same time, we will strengthen our operations in the
Module Business, where we expect growth, and will step up our focus on maintenance operations, which help customers to achieve stable operation and increased productivity with installed facilities.
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Materials Handling Systems
Operations
Results of Operations
Billions of yen

%

30

12

29.4
25.2

20

20.4

8

6.5

10

4

0.2
0

0
‒0.3

10 (Results) 11 (Plan) 13 (Plan)
Net sales (left)

FY

Operating income margin (right)

The Tsubaki Group’s CSR
The Tsubaki Group has a fundamental policy for social contribution
activities of “contributing to the development of society and the
economy through manufacturing activities that satisfy customers.”
On that basis, we will work to meet the expectations and earn the
trust of stakeholders through communication activities.

Communication with Stakeholders

Customers
• Customer satisfaction
• Providing high-quality, safe, environmentally
friendly products and services

Employees
• Rewarding work
• Dynamic, comfortable
workplace environment

Local
Communities
• Environmental friendliness
• Social contribution (contribution to local
communities as a good corporate citizen, etc.)

Shareholders
and Investors
• Appropriate, stable return
of profits
• Corporate governance
• Raising shareholder value

Agents and Suppliers
• Partnership
(Fair and equitable
dealings)

The Tsubaki Group will fulfill its social responsibilities as a corporate citizen by complying with laws, regulations, and ethical behavior standards; actively disclosing information; supporting environmental conservation; and contributing to local communities.
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Management System
The Tsubaki Group strives to realize the “global best” strategy under a management system that
targets rapid business development.

Corporate Governance System
To achieve sustained growth in a rapidly changing environment, companies need to make decisions and formulate strategies
quickly and accurately and to implement business activities smoothly.
Accordingly, we maintain a comparatively small Board of Directors with six members. This system facilitates quick responses
to a rapidly changing operating environment. Conversely, the Company’s 15* executive officers have extensive experience in
their operational areas, and they utilize their specialized knowledge and skills to achieve smooth operational implementation.
* Of the 15 executive officers, 4 are also directors.

Utilizing Outside Resources

explain information to shareholders in a one-way process, but

To realize impartiality, objectivity, and oversight for management,

rather strives to hold dialogues with shareholders while receiving

Tsubakimoto Chain’s six directors include one outside director,

their feedback.

while two of the Company’s four corporate auditors are outside
Internal Control

corporate auditors.
We maintain management transparency by disclosing informa-

The Tsubaki Group has formulated basic policies on internal control

tion in a timely and appropriate manner. Moreover, we do not sim-

and internal control regulations, and the Group is implementing

ply release information; we take positive steps to achieve two-way

internal control activities in three areas: (1) internal control activities

communication by paying careful attention to feedback.

stipulated by the Company Act, (2) internal control activities stipu-

For example, through biannual results presentations, plant

lated by the Financial Instruments and Exchange Act, and (3) inter-

tours, and small meetings, we are taking steps to increase the op-

nal control activities voluntarily carried out by the Tsubaki Group.

portunities for direct communication between the capital markets

Through these activities, we are achieving compliance with laws,

and the Group’s officers and key employees.

regulations, and corporate ethics while also steadily implementing

We also hold informal discussions between Group officers and
shareholders after the conclusion of the annual meeting of share-

risk management. These activities also ensure the reliability of our
financial reporting and promote increased operational efficiency.

holders. In this way, the Company does not simply report and

Corporate Governance System
Annual Meeting of Shareholders
Appointment or
dismissal

Appointment or
dismissal

Appointment or dismissal

Board of Directors

Board of Corporate Auditors

6 directors
(including 1 outside director)

4 corporate auditors
(including 2 outside corporate auditors) Audit
Cooperate

Appointment or
dismissal, supervision

Cooperate

Internal Auditing
Department

Audit

Placing items on
agenda / Report

Representative Directors
Management Committee
Instruct /
Supervise

Cooperate

Placing items on
agenda / Report

Executive Officers
Independent Auditors

Audit

15 officers
(Execution)

Divisions / Group Companies
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Appointment or
dismissal, supervision
Promotion

Internal Control
Committee
Legal Affairs
Committee
Ethics Committee

Maintaining Corporate Ethics
For the Tsubaki Group, corporate ethics entails not only compliance
with laws and regulations but also respect for social norms.
In 2002, the Tsubaki Group established the Corporate Work Ethics /
Guidelines for Ethical Conduct. These are Groupwide guidelines to ensure that all officers and employees comply with laws and regulations
and act in a fair and sincere manner. At overseas bases, these guidelines are revised in accordance with local laws, regulations, and social
systems. In these ways, the Group is working to enhance its compliance promotion systems.

Tsubaki Corporate Ethics Handbook (domestic
edition, overseas editions)

Strengthening Compliance

Strengthening Personal Information Protection and Information

We have set up ethics helplines to prevent any law or internal regu-

Security

lation from being violated. We offer both in-house and external

In April 2005, we established our Policy for Protecting Personal Infor-

ethics helplines to employees to easily provide information or seek

mation and Regulations for Handling of Personal Information, and we

advice.

have continued working to protect personal information. In addi-

To foster a greater awareness of corporate ethics, since fiscal

tion to ongoing training for employees, we are also taking such

2004 we have implemented training for employees, and since fiscal

steps as periodic implementation of internal audits. In these ways,

2006 the Tsubaki Group has designated every February as “Strength-

we are working to increase the effectiveness of our protection of

ening Corporate Ethics Month.”

personal information.
Moreover, since fiscal 2006 the Group has been implementing a
series of measures to strengthen security, such as revising regulations on the handling and storing of confidential business information, acquiring non-disclosure and confidentiality agreements, and
updating electronic information security regulations.

Board of Directors, Corporate Auditors, and Executive Officers
(As of June 29, 2010)

Isamu Osa

Makoto Kanehira

Tadashi Ichikawa

President and Representative
Director

Director and Senior Managing
Executive Officer

Director and Senior Managing
Executive Officer

Headquarters Operations /
Development & Technology /
Management of Technology
(MOT) / Tsubaki Techno School /
Chief Engineer / Osaka Office

Chain & Power Transmission
Operations / Chain Division /
President, Tsubaki Emerson Co. /
Global Best Development / Kyoto
Plant / Hyogo Plant

Toru Fujiwara

Yohei Kataoka

Hidetoshi Yajima

Director and Senior Managing
Executive Officer

Director and Managing Executive
Officer

Outside Director

Automotive Parts Division /
Global Best Development /
Saitama Plant

Materials Handling Division /
Global Best Development

Corporate Auditors (Standing)

Senior Managing Executive Officer

Managing Executive Officers

Executive Officers

Masahiro Takemura

Yoshinobu Miyazaki

Tadasu Suzuki

Shigeya Tsubakimoto

Masato Kondo

Toshimitsu Sakai

Yoshikazu Kitayama

Hideaki Haruna

Masaru Tokuda

Toshio Takahashi

Masaya Ushida

Takafumi Watanabe

Katsuhiko Mio

Tetsuya Yamamoto

Jiro Miyamoto
Corporate Auditors (Outside)
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CSR Activities
We will work to build relationships of trust with society in accordance with a fundamental policy
of contributing to the development of society and the economy through manufacturing activities
that satisfy customers.

Together with Suppliers
“Providing the best value to customers around the world.” In accordance with this mission statement, we consider meeting the
expectations of customers and building relationships of trust with them to be one of our most important challenges.
Quality Assurance System and Quality Management

activities for all manufacturing companies in Japan and overseas.

The Tsubaki Group has instituted a Companywide quality policy of

(For more information, please see page 14.) Through these activi-

“zero quality defects,” and we are implementing a variety of activi-

ties, we are working to thoroughly enhance quality and raise pro-

ties to achieve that goal.

ductivity, and we also expect to achieve significant progress in

To provide products, technologies, and services that are safe

training and technical education.

and offer superior quality, the Companywide Quality Committee
meets once a month, with the president serving as the chief quality

Mutual Development with Cooperating Companies (Suppliers)

assurance officer. This committee has overall responsibility for qual-

Partnerships with cooperating companies (suppliers) are the foun-

ity on a Groupwide basis. We are working to ensure that various

dation of high-quality manufacturing at the Tsubaki Group. Work-

departments have a common awareness of quality issues and to

ing together with cooperating companies in Japan and overseas,

foster the resolution of those issues. In addition, at each Group

we implement procurement activities in accordance with our basic

worksite, we have built quality management systems based on the

procurement policies. In this way, we strive to procure high-quality

ISO 19001 standard. Through the effective operation and continual

parts, materials, and equipment in a wide range of fields in a timely

improvement of these systems, we are working to provide a stable

manner. Through fair and equitable transactions, we endeavor to

supply of higher-quality prod-

foster mutual development from a long-term viewpoint.

ucts, thereby increasing cus-

Tsubaki Basic Procurement Policy

tomer satisfaction.
Moreover, to strengthen our
foundation as a manufacturing
company, in April 2010 we began to implement dantotsu

Dantotsu activities at U.S. Tsubaki’s
Chicopee Plant

1. Fair and Equitable Dealings
2. Developing Relationships of Mutual Trust
3. Promotion of Developmental Procurement
4. Legal Compliance (Safeguarding of Confidential Information)
5. Prioritizing the Environment (Green Procurement)

Tsubakimoto Cooperates with Osaka Prefecture University

shelf system that moves shelves so that plants are in the opti-

to Produce Automatic Plant Cultivation System for Exhibit

mal position in accordance with their stage of growth. The sys-

at Expo 2010 Shanghai China

tem also facilitates the thinning of the seedlings with robot

Tsubakimoto Chain and Osaka Prefecture University cooperat-

hands. Tsubaki technology and products are utilized in the

ed to create a miniature model of an automated plant cultiva-

shelf ascent / descent equipment and the robot.

tion system that is displayed at the Osaka Pavilion at the Expo
2010 Shanghai China.
This next-generation plant cultivation system features automation of the work of watering and transplanting seedlings.
The Company produced the system in accordance with a request from the University. With small amounts of nutrient water
and artificial light, such as from LEDs, lettuce and other plants
were ready to be harvested in about half the time that is normally required. The cultivation equipment includes a multiple
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Automated plant cultivation systems automatically
adjust light, temperature,
moisture, carbon dioxide,
and nutrients (fertilizer)
without the use of agricultural chemicals. This system
has drawn considerable
attention for its ability to
support stable cultivation
in any climate or location.

Together with Shareholders and Investors
As a responsibility to shareholders, the Tsubaki Group has formulated a Disclosure Policy. The Group places priority on information disclosure and works to implement disclosure in a manner that is timely, fair, accurate, and ongoing. We are working
to increase management transparency for shareholders and investors through aggressive investor relations (IR) activities.
Enhancing IR Activities

Explanation of Medium-Term Management Plan 2012 at

Tsubakimoto Chain provides explanations of the management

General Meeting of Shareholders

situation through results presentations, which are held twice a year

The Company held its 101st general meeting of shareholders on

for institutional investors and securities analysts, as well as through

June 29, 2010. At this year’s meeting, we included an explanation of

individual visits and plant tours. The president is the main speaker at

the Medium-Term Management Plan 2012, a three-year plan that

results presentations, which are also attended by the leaders of each

got underway in fiscal 2010, and we worked to deepen the under-

department. At these presentations, we provide an overview of re-

standing of the Company’s business activities.

sults and explanations of management strategies. Materials from the

In addition, after the conclusion of the general meeting of

results presentations are also made available on our web site, and

shareholders, as a venue for communication among shareholders

we continue working to ensure equitable and timely information

and the Company’s officers, we held a shareholders’ panel discus-

disclosure.

sion, set up a display that introduced the Group’s products at the

Moreover, as a venue for communications activities for individual
investors, we also participate in IR fairs for individual investors. At the

meeting site, and took steps to foster an enhanced understanding
of the Company’s products and technologies.

Nikkei IR Fair 2009, which was held at Tokyo Big Site in September
2009, we had an exhibit that introduced the Group’s business activities and management policies. In addition to product displays and a
mini-presentation held at our booth, Company officers made a presentation at the main venue and worked to foster a greater understanding of the Tsubaki Group.
We strive to ensure that these IR events are more than just the
one-way presentation of information from the Company. Rather,
we endeavor to realize two-way communications through Q&A
sessions and exchanges of opinion.

Product display at shareholders’ panel discussion meeting

Disclosure of Information on the Company’s Web Site
On its web site, the Company strives to promptly make available
information that is needed to make investment decisions, such as
press releases, financial statements, and results presentation materials. The Company provides this IR information in Japanese and
English and strives to provide fair disclosure of information to investors in Japan and overseas.
Results presentation for institutional investors and securities analysts

Nikkei IR Fair 2009

Tsubaki Group IR web site
http://tsubakimoto.com/ir/
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Together with Local Communities
To ensure that each employee contributes to the fulfillment of the Company’s social responsibilities as a good corporate citizen,
the Tsubaki Group is actively implementing social contribution activities closely linked to local communities. These activities
are centered on fostering exchange with local communities, building harmonious relationships with local communities, and
supporting youth development activities.
Fostering Exchange with Local Communities

volunteer employee activities, and we also participate in community-

As a member of regional society, the Tsubaki Group is an earnest

sponsored cleanup activities. As one facet of our community envi-

participant in local community activities.

ronment conservation initiatives, we are steadily implementing a

We provide a variety of cooperation and support for regionally

range of activities. For example, Tsubakimoto Custom Chain has

sponsored events, such as setting up booths, offering the use of

established “don’t drive to work” days, and at our subsidiaries in

our parking lots, opening up grounds and tennis courts for the use

Thailand we participate in a mangrove reforestation project.

of people from the local community, and providing support for fire
prevention initiatives, such as through participation in private firebrigade training events.
In fiscal 2010, we participated in a number of events sponsored
by local municipalities, such as the Kyotanabe City Business Fair and
the Nagaoka City Environment Fair. We worked to foster a deeper
understanding of the Group’s business activities and environmental

Cleanup activities near the plant
(Saitama Plant)

Mangrove reforestation activities (Thailand)

Supporting Youth Development Activities

initiatives among local people.
In addition, Group employees

As a manufacturer, we want to communicate to children the fun and

actively participated in local festi-

the exciting challenges of manufacturing. In accordance with that

vals and sporting events, thereby

objective, at the Kyotanabe Plant, where we produce industrial

deepening its exchanges with lo-

chains, we sponsor summer vacation parents-and-children plant

cal communities.

Introducing the Company at the Kyotanabe
City Business Fair (Kyotanabe Plant)

tours for elementary school children in Kyotanabe City. (Please see
the column below.) In addition, at all domestic plants we actively
support work-experience educational initiatives and internships for

Building Harmonious Relationships with Local Communities

junior high school students spon-

“We strive to be a plant that is a good community citizen and is

sored by the local municipalities. In

well-regarded by its neighbors.” At the Tsubaki Group, in order to

this way, we have prepared a pro-

protect the natural environment in the areas around our plants and

gram that offers trial work at pro-

to coexist harmoniously with local communities, we are working to

duction sites and enables students

“green” our plants while simultaneously implementing rigorous

to experience the fun and appeal

plant wastewater and noise and vibration countermeasures. Also,  

of creativity in manufacturing.

community beautification activities are periodically implemented as

Work-experience educational initiatives
for junior high school students (Tsubaki
Emerson)

Plant Tours for Parents and Children—Communicating the

fixture in the local community. This year, 578 applications were

Fun of Manufacturing

received. Through a drawing, 80 people were selected to par-

With the cooperation of Kyotanabe City, we sponsor parents-

ticipate, and the event was held on two separate days.

and-children plant tours at the Kyotanabe Plant. These tours are
offered to elementary school children during the summer vacation period. The goal of this event, which we have held since
2008, is to utilize Tsubaki chains to communicate the fun and
depth of manufacturing to children.
In addition to the plant tours, this event includes a number
of other original programs, such as a chain assembly competition and lunch in the plant cafeteria. The event has become a
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Chain assembly event using actual
parts (other than the plates)

Using hand-made picture cards to
explain the chain manufacturing
process

Together with Employees
We want our employees to find their jobs rewarding and to take on the challenge of creating value. Accordingly, we are working
to provide opportunities for all employees, and to develop diverse personnel systems and cultivate a corporate culture that supports the “innovation and challenge” initiatives of individual employees. We are also striving to create workplace environments
that are healthy, safe, and comfortable.
Personnel System Prioritizing Efforts and Results

Number of Work-Related Accidents at the Tsubaki Group

A company cannot grow unless its employees grow. In that sense, a
personnel system is a framework for the growth of employees, and
the fundamentals of a personnel system are fairness, transparency,
and mutual understanding. To ensure that we accommodate the
diverse values of a wide range of individuals, we have eliminated the
seniority-based aspects of our system. By utilizing clear, objective

80

53

60

40

50

42
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standards, we are working to ensure that employees can directly
experience how their efforts and results are reflected in their career
progress. These standards include a job-based qualification and
wage system, results-linked bonuses with an enhanced company
performance component, and an absolute assessment framework.
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Under this assessment framework, one-on-one meetings between superiors and subordinates are mandatory. This increases

centered on risk assessment activities and safety education en-

the degree of mutual agreement in evaluation results and helps

hancement activities, we are implementing experience-based edu-

individual employees to enhance their capabilities.

cation and danger-prediction training in order to reinforce
everyone’s understanding of the importance of being alert to dan-

Enhancing the Specialized Skills of Employees

ger and acting accordingly.

Tsubakimoto Chain’s human resources development policy is to

Moving forward, we will continue working to thoroughly reduce

create an environment in which people succeed on their own mer-

facility and operational risks through risk assessment activities. We

its and to enhance the specialized skills of employees.

will also move forward with workplace environment improvement

To that end, we implement the in-house Tsubaki Tech School
initiatives, which are centered on specialized technical training, and

activities and aim to realize worksites that are “accident free” and
“comfortable.”

we have also created a framework for the advancement of selfeducation, such as through distance learning.
We are implementing systematic human resources development from a long-term perspective, such as a system for dispatching employees to overseas Group companies for training. These
year-long training opportunities help us to develop employees that
can be active globally. We also have a system for sending engineers
to marketing divisions for fixed periods of time.
Forklift safety lecture (Saitama Plant)

Creating Safe, Comfortable Workplace Environments

Tsubaki Group Objectives
Aiming to Establish Worksites that are Safe, Pleasant, and
Dynamic
Accidents: Zero
Findings ratio: Equal to or less than national average

Supporting the Health of Employees
The Company, labor unions, and health insurance associations are
jointly implementing activities to support the health of employees. In
addition to annual physical exams and health check-ups for people
working long hours, to prevent and rapidly treat mental health issues,

Targeting the creation of safe workplace environments on a Group-

we have full-time employees working to provide consultations and

wide basis, in February 2009 we established the Tsubaki Group

mental health education on the worksites. We also hold in-house

Safety Committee, and formulated a three-year action plan in ac-

sporting and health-related events and take steps to prevent over-

cordance with the philosophy of “focus on humanity.” Currently,

work, such as making every Friday a “no overtime” day.
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Environmental Conservation Activities
The Tsubaki Group is implementing ongoing environmental conservation activities
in accordance with its environmental philosophy and fundamental environmental policy.

Environmental Philosophy / Fundamental Environmental Policy
Environmental Philosophy
The Tsubaki Group believes that environmental conservation is a critical challenge facing humanity. We will remain mindful
of the environment in all our operations and contribute to the world through our workmanship.
Fundamental Environmental Policy
● We will acknowledge the environmental impact of our operations, products, and services. In the interests of environmental
conservation, we will use our creativity to exhibit industry leadership in reducing our environmental load.
● We will create a management system for environmental conservation and will promote pollution control and continual
improvement.
● We will strictly comply with environmental laws, rules, and regulations and will seek to develop good relationships with our
stakeholders.
● Through environmental training and in-house public relations, we will work to enhance awareness of environmental conservation among all Tsubaki Group employees.
Long-Term Objectives
Reduce CO2 emissions by 15% by fiscal 2021.

* Benchmark year: Fiscal 2006

Environmental Management
Environmental Structure

Organization of Environmental Management System (EMS)

The Tsubaki Group promotes environmental management pri-

The Tsubaki Group is taking aggressive steps to build an Environ-

marily through the Environmental Management Committee,

mental Management System. Fourteen domestic Group facilities

which is overseen by the president. This committee is chaired by

and seven overseas facilities have received ISO 14001 certification,

the officer in charge of Tsubakimoto Chain Co.’s Headquarters

and the Group has established a foundation for environmental

Operations, and includes plant managers, division managers, and

management.

representatives from Group companies. The committee deals

In the future, we will use ISO 14001 as a tool in making aggres-

with the Group’s environmental challenges from a medium-to

sive progress in Groupwide EMS activities, such as environmental

long-term perspective.

conservation activities and expanded sales of environmentally
friendly eco-products.

 Organization of Environmental Management System
(organization chart)
President of Tsubakimoto Chain Co.
Tsubaki Group Environmental Management Committee
Administrative Office
(CSR Promotion Office)

Tsubakimoto Chain
Headquarters, Plants
(Divisions)
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Working Groups

Domestic Group
Companies

Overseas Group
Companies

Tsubaki Group Environmental Management Committee

Environmental Report
Flow of Energy and Materials
To reduce the burden placed on the environment by its operating activities, the Tsubaki Group is collecting and tracking data about the
environmental impact of its product manufacturing processes. In fiscal 2009, the flow of energy and materials was as follows.
INPUT

OUTPUT

Electricity

102,438 thousand kWh

Heavy oil

875kL

Gasoline

143kL

Kerosene

32kL

Light oil

5kL

City gas (excluding cogeneration)

Total product manufacturing

Manufacturing process

50,404t

Energy

Raw materials

2,435 thousand m3
609 thousand m3

City gas (for cogeneration)

413t

Butane gas

26 thousand m3

Propane gas
Water

¥66,796 million

Valuables

16,514t

Industrial waste
4,007t

Recycling

Non-industrial waste
383t

Other

121t

Hazardous chemical substances under the PRTR Law
Release / transfer
112t
Release to the atmosphere
CO2
49,443t-CO2
Release to water

382 thousand m3

4,268t

(382 thousand m3)

Scope of application: T subakimoto Chain Co. (Kyotanabe Plant, Saitama Plant), Tsubaki Emerson Co., Tsubakimoto Custom Chain Co., Tsubakimoto Sprocket Co., Tsubakimoto Bulk Systems
Corp., Tsubakimoto Mayfran Inc., Tsubakimoto Iron Casting Co., Ltd., Tsubaki Yamakyu Chain Co.
Period of application: April 1, 2009 to March 31, 2010

Trends in Major Environmental Performance Indicators*

INPUT

OUTPUT

Raw materials (t)
Energy usage (GJ)
Water usage (thousand m3)
CO2 emissions (t-CO2)
Non-industrial waste (t)
Industrial waste (t)
Recycled (t)
Recycling rate (%)
Valuables (t)
Release / transfer of hazardous chemical substances under the
PRTR Law (t)
Consolidated net sales (Unit: ¥100 million)

FY2006

FY2007

FY2008

FY2009

FY2010

67,880
1,385,890
433
59,317
592
5,248
4,643
79.5
19,114

69,413
1,395,424
497
58,261
655
5,561
5,551
89.3
22,743

77,095
1,512,069
486
63,320
690
6,045
6,295
93.5
24,809

66,402
1,290,340
458
56,180
581
4,720
5,095
96.1
20,812

50,404
1,207,708
382
49,443
383
4,007
4,268
97.2
16,514

164

165

174

142

112

1,478

1,557

1,672

1,415

1,128

* Environmental performance indicators: Indicators related to environmental matters that are considered to be important from the perspective of operational characteristics, such as energy
usage and water usage.

Environmental Objectives and Results
Item

Fiscal 2010 Environmental Objectives

Fiscal 2010 Results

Reduction of CO2 emissions

Achieve 1% year-on-year reduction
in CO2 emissions intensity

12% increase in intensity. Total emissions down 12% year on year.

Reduction in emissions of
industrial waste, etc.

Achieve recycling rate* of 97% or
more (fiscal year-end)

Recycling rate improved, reaching 97.2% (annual average). Total was
reduced 17% year on year.

Reduction in use of
chemical substances

Reduce use of chemical substances
in manufacturing processes

Emissions into atmosphere reduced 36% year on year, transfers
reduced 5% year on year.

Formulate strategy for expanded
Build foundation for
sales of environmentally friendly
expanded sales of eco-products
eco-products

Evaluation

Established working groups, formulated master plan and strategy, etc.

Progress in green procurement

Utilize green procurement
guidelines

Only conducted activities in accordance with harmful chemical substance reduction manual.

Globalization of
environmental management

Begin to develop common
objectives for overseas companies

Formulated common objectives for CO2 emissions, created specific
measures targeting those objectives, tested quantitative tracking,
such as of effects.

* Recycling rate: The ratio of the total weight of reused, material-recycled, and thermal-recycled waste to the total amount of waste.
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Environmental Conservation Initiatives
Prevention of Global Warming
Reduction of CO2 Emissions
The Tsubaki Group formulated a five-year plan for reducing CO2

Breakdown of Energy Usage

CO2 Emissions

emissions intensity in fiscal 2011 by 5% from the benchmark year of
fiscal 2006.

14%

In fiscal 2010, production volume declined substantially due to
the influence of the economic slowdown. As a result, CO2 emissions

5%

t-CO2

2%

80,000

0.697
60,000

Total
Energy Usage
1,207,708GJ

intensity increased 12% year on year. However, CO2 emissions volume in fiscal 2010 was down 12% year on year, to 49,443 tons.

59,317

0.740
0.672

0.662

0.6

63,320

58,261

0.8

0.659

56,180
49,443

40,000

0.4

20,000

0.2

In fiscal 2011, there is some cause for concern, such as fluctuations in production and lower investment in energy-saving measures, but in the future we will continue to implement energy-saving
measures and productivity improvement measures as we strive to
reduce CO2 emissions.

79%
Purchased electricity (excluding
electricity from cogeneration)
Heavy oil A
City gas
Butane gas

0

06

07

08

09

10 FY

0

CO2 emissions (left)
Emissions intensity (right)

Distribution Initiatives
In regard to measures concerning distribution under the revised
Law Regarding the Rationalization of Energy, as a cargo consign-

Fiscal 2010 Transport Ton-Kilometers Study

or Tsubakimoto Chain will implement studies of transport ton-

Applicable Transportation

kilometers, will include reduction in transport ton-kilometers in its

General chain products

environmental objectives, and will implement activities targeting

Automotive products

reduced transport frequency, increased loading efficiency, and re-

Materials handling products

duced use of packaging materials. Consequently, in fiscal 2010,

Supplier

Agents

Users

Distribution centers

Users
Users

Plant
Importers / exporters (products,
facilities, etc.)

when production volume declined, transport ton-kilometers were

Ports

about 12 million ton-kilometers for the year.

Overseas subsidiaries, etc.
Waste

Tsubakimoto Chain is not a specified cargo consignor under
the law (30 million ton-kilometers or more a year), but in the future

Users

Waste

Total transportation ton-kilometers: About 12.0 million t-km/year

the Company will independently implement environmental conservation measures in the area of transport and will work to reduce
transport-related energy consumption.

World’s First Switchable Battery Electric Taxi Project—

system as the component that lifts the battery, and its charac-

Tsubaki Zip Chain Lifter Used in Battery Switching Station

teristics—high speed / high-frequency operation and high du-

In April 2010, verification testing of the world’s first switchable

rability—result in a battery switching time of just one minute.

battery electric taxis began in Roppongi Hills, Tokyo. The battery switching system uses the Tsubaki Zip Chain Lifter.
Better Place, one of the organizations behind the project,
developed electric taxis equipped with switchable batteries on
the underside of the body, as well as the battery switching station. This was done to address a weak point of electric vehicles—the time required for charging. The Company’s Zip Chain
Lifter is incorporated into the automated battery switching
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Battery switching station

Battery switching operation

Effective Utilization of Resources

In fiscal 2010, the Company’s waste output, including industrial

The Tsubaki Group is aggressively implementing measures to

waste and non-industrial waste, was 4,390 tons, a decrease of 17%

implement recycling of waste.

year on year.

In addition to thorough waste sorting, we are implementing

The yearly average recycling rate was 97.2%, and we continue to

a range of other measures. These include taking steps to reduce

make steady progress in recycling.

the volume of waste from production processes, such as removing

* Hydrous sludge: Waste material from the parts grinding process that contains water

water from hydrous sludge*, and recycling press oil and other
waste oil.
Waste Emissions

Recycling Rate (Fiscal Year Average)

t

%

8,000

6,000

100

592
5,248

655
5,561

690

75

6,045

93.5

96.1

97.2

08

09

10 FY

79.5

581
4,720

4,000

383
4,007

2,000

0

89.3
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Helping Customers to Reduce Waste with Eco-Packaging

Reducing CO2 by Improving Air Leakage

In December 2008, we switched to environmentally friendly

All of the employees at the Kyotanabe Plant participate in on-

eco-packaging for Tsubaki Emerson small gear motors (less

going “air leakage improvement activities” in the plant.

than 30kg). We switched from the previous method of securing

As cylinders and directional control valves age, air leakage

the product, which used plywood together with nuts and

can often occur inside machinery. Air leakage improvement is

bolts, to a method that uses only cardboard and stretch film.

work that requires good hearing and experience, and since we

Through the switch to this eco-packaging, our aim was to re-

commenced these activities in 2003 we have worked to im-

duce the industrial waste processing burden of our customers

prove the skills of our employees. As a result of these initiatives,

and to reduce the amount of wood materials used to secure

in fiscal 2010 we implemented 331 air leakage improvement

the product.

measures, which led to a reduction in electricity consumption
of about 250,000kWh/year, reducing CO2 emissions by 95 tons.
In the future, from the perspective of preventive maintenance, we will continue to implement these activities, including switching to air pressure devices that are less susceptible to
leaking and adding control valves that cut off the air supply.

Eco-packaging using only
cardboard and stretch film

Air leakage improvement activities
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Appropriate Handling of Chemical Substances
Initiatives Targeting Reductions in Harmful Chemical Substances
To comply with Europe’s RoHS directive*1, ELV directive*2, REACH

Laws /
Regulations

regulations*3, and other domestic and overseas laws and regula-

RoHS directive

tions that stipulate limits on harmful chemical substances, we have

ELV directive

designated products that contain harmful chemical substances
and set content limits. Together with our partners, we are aggres-

REACH
regulations

Products for which the Company’s response
has been completed

General-use drive chains, locking devices, shaft
couplings, reducers, etc.
All components for automotive engine timing chain
drive systems
The Company has no products covered by these
regulations.

sively implementing studies and reduction initiatives.
*1 RoHS directive: EU directive for the restriction of the use of certain hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment
*2 ELV directive: EU directive aimed at reducing waste and environmental burden resulting from vehicle disposal
*3 REACH regulations: EU regulations for the registration, evaluation, authorization, and restriction of chemicals

Reduction of PRTR Hazardous Chemical Substances
In fiscal 2010, the Tsubaki Group filed PRTR Law compliance forms for seven regulated substances emitted by five companies and six plants.
In fiscal 2010, production declined in the second half of the fiscal year, and emissions to the atmosphere were down 36% year on year. We
continue working to reduce the amounts of these substances used and emitted at these worksites.
Data on PRTR Law Target Chemical Substances
Worksite

Tsubakimoto Chain
Saitama Plant

Tsubaki
Emerson

Main Plant
Hyogo Plant

Tsubakimoto
Bulk Systems
Tsubakimoto Mayfran
Tsubakimoto Iron
Casting
Total

Substance
number

Substance name

63
68
227
309
229
63
227
63
227
63
227
40
63
227

Xylene
Chromium and trivalent chromium
Toluene
Poly (oxyethylene) = nonylphenyl ether
Benzene
Xylene
Toluene
Xylene
Toluene
Xylene
Toluene
Ethylbenzene
Xylene
Toluene
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Manganese and manganese compounds

Emission volume
Public
Atmosphere
Soil
water body

On-site
landfill

kg/yr
Transfer volume
Moved
Sewerage
off-site

820
76
28,000
0
0
1,100
6,200
1,500
3,700
1,800
1,000
200
400
2,000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

2,690

46,796

0

0

0

0

65,660

Note: The Kyotanabe Plant, Tsubakimoto Custom Chain, Tsubakimoto Sprocket, and Tsubaki Yamakyu Chain are outside the scope of PRTR filing.

Tsubaki Zip Chain Lifter Receives METI Minister’s Award in
Energy Conservation Prize Awards Program
The Tsubaki Zip Chain Lifter is a high-speed lift table with chains
that interlock in a zip-like fashion. It was launched in 2008, and
it received the METI Minister’s Award, the highest honor in the
2009 (30th) Energy Conservation Prize awards program sponsored by the Japan Machinery Federation.
The award is presented to individuals or companies recognized as having contributed to the promotion of efficient energy use through the development and commercialization of
energy-efficient equipment or systems. The Tsubaki Zip Chain
Lifter received the METI Minister’s Award for its remarkable
energy savings, ingenuity, and economic efficiency.
Zip Chain Lifter
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0
37,000
11,000
5,200
0
300
1,700
220
530
100
100
520
1,100
5,200

Environmental Accounting
Use of Environmental Accounting System

In fiscal 2009, the Company recorded an increase in depreciation

In fiscal 2009, the Tsubaki Group implemented a range of environ-

and amortization associated with asbestos abatement work and

mental conservation investments, including investment in waste

with the installation of wastewater facilities, and as a result on a total

processing equipment, such as equipment for cleaning grinding flu-

basis this spending was up ¥20 million in the year under review.

id, oil and water separation equipment, and filter press equipment, as

Through its environmental accounting system, the Tsubaki Group

well as investment in equipment noise countermeasures. This invest-

will analyze the costs and benefits of these activities, and utilize the

ment totaled ¥180 million, an increase of 75% year on year.

results in future environmental conservation activities and information disclosure initiatives.

Scope: Nine domestic plants (Tsubakimoto Chain Kyotanabe Plant, Saitama Plant, Tsubaki
Emerson, Tsubakimoto Custom Chain, Tsubakimoto Sprocket, Tsubakimoto Bulk
Systems, Tsubakimoto Mayfran, Tsubakimoto Iron Casting, Tsubaki Yamakyu Chain)

Period: April 1, 2009 to March 31, 2010
Guidelines: Environmental Accounting Guidelines 2005

Environmental Conservation Costs

Thousand of yen

Environmental Conservation Costs (business activity classification)
Details of major initiatives

Classification

(1) Business area costs
(1)-1 Pollution prevention
costs
Breakdown (1)-2 Global environmental
conservation costs
(1)-3 Resource recycling costs
(2) Upstream / downstream costs
(3) Administration costs
(4) R&D costs*
(5) Social activity costs
(6) Environmental remediation costs
Total

Amount invested

Costs

175,937

455,558

154,252

193,801

1,373

113,997

20,312
0

147,760
2,307

0

183,654

0

4,306

0
0
175,937

903
0
646,728

Introduction, operation, and management of air pollution prevention
facilities and wastewater treatment facilities
Introduction, operation, and management of electricity control systems
Waste processing / recycling expenses, improvement of industrial waste storage facilities
Outsourcing��������������������������������������������������������������
 �������������������������������������������������������������
analysis costs, such as substances with environmental impact
Establishment and operation of EMS, worksite greening and maintenance, installation of
air and water measurement equipment
R&D of environmentally friendly products (reduction of environmental burden during
product use)
Beautification of plant surroundings
Groundwater purification measures, etc.

* The Company is reconsidering the method of gathering data used to calculate R&D costs due to a reevaluation of environmentally friendly standards for products.

Environmental Conservation Effect
Environmental conservation benefit categories

Environmental performance
indicators (Unit)

Environmental conservation benefit related to resources input
Water (thousand m3)
into business activities
Environmental conservation benefit related to waste or enviCO2 emissions (t-CO2)
ronmental impact originating from business activities

Fiscal 2009

458
56,180

Fiscal 2010

Difference between base period and period under
review (environmental conservation benefits)

382 Reduction of 76 thousand m3
49,443 Reduction of 6,737t-CO2

CO2 Reduction Activities in a Plant
Protecting Against Heat and Saving Energy

Environmental Activities Using Greenery

At the Saitama Plant / Tensioner Plant, a range of measures

At the Saitama Plant, on the roof of the automotive technolo-

were implemented to enhance fire prevention and reduce en-

gies building we built a 1,050m2 green area. In addition, in the

ergy consumption (lower CO2 emissions). A heat-insulating paint

Tsubakimoto Custom Chain plant we established a bitter mel-

was applied to the roof and walls, and the windows were given

on garden. These are examples of how we are implementing

a heat-insulating treatment. The plant’s external appearance

environmental activities using greenery.

was changed, and in addition the temperature inside the plant
in summertime has been reduced. By reevaluating the
temperature control method of air-conditioning units
inside the plant, we expect
to reduce CO2 emissions by
about 56 tons over a period
of 100 days.

Brighter, cooler tensioner plant

Greening the roof of the automotive tech- Bitter melon garden installation (Tsubakimoto
nologies building (Saitama Plant)
Custom Chain plant)
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Finance and Sales Related Data and Comments

Eleven-Year Financial Summary
TSUBAKIMOTO CHAIN CO. and Consolidated Subsidiaries
Years ended March 31

2010

2009

2008

2007

¥112,759

¥141,517

¥167,202

¥155,746

Operating income

4,737

9,095

19,805

16,008

Income (loss) before income taxes and minority interests

5,047

8,442

18,485

17,634

Net income (loss)

3,175

6,188

10,371

8,541

¥   17.07

¥   33.26

¥   55.70

¥   45.55

¥     637

¥     650

¥     839

¥     950

29

116

124

73

Interest paid

666

766

963

1,024

Capital expenditures

3,988

10,041

10,225

10,893

Depreciation and amortization

7,390

7,344

7,301

5,948

Total current assets

82,020

75,037

90,533

92,961

Total current liabilities

48,551

47,213

53,958

58,105

Property, plant and equipment, net

80,883

84,168

83,412

81,796

Total long-term liabilities

47,253

46,782

60,855

68,465

182,641

178,455

202,316

212,739

Paid-in capital

17,076

17,076

17,076

17,076

Retained earnings

66,655

64,782

60,317

51,279

Shareholders’ equity

80,847

78,422

81,605

81,033

44.3

43.9

40.3

38.1

4.0

7.7

12.8

10.8

0.48

0.48

0.48

0.52

¥   14,508

¥   7,263

¥ 20,873

¥ 10,107

Net cash (used in) provided by investing activities

(5,020)

(9,723)

(11,481)

(5,879)

Net cash (used in) provided by financing activities

(373)

(3,540)

(5,582)

(647)

20,379

11,269

17,744

14,618

186,032

186,043

186,077

187,492

5,271

5,339

5,371

5,114

Net sales

Net income (loss) per share (Yen and U.S. dollars)

Interest expense:
Net
Gross: Interest received

Total assets

Equity ratio (%)
ROE (%)
D/E ratio (Times)

Net cash provided by operating activities

Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year

Number of shares outstanding at end of the year*2 (Thousands)
Number of employees

*3

*1 The financial summary was prepared in Japanese yen and translated into U.S. dollars for the convenience of the reader.
The exchange rate prevailing on March 31, 2010, of ¥92.90 = U.S.$1.00, was used.
*2 Excluding treasury stock
*3 The number of employees includes contracted and temporary staff.
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Thousands of
U.S. Dollars*1

Millions of Yen (Unless Noted Otherwise)
2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

2010

¥147,761

¥129,563

¥119,141

¥116,670

¥113,741

¥114,206

¥106,281

$1,213,772

13,830

10,447

7,950

7,351

6,038

6,961

2,704

50,999

12,608

8,597

6,536

2,800

2,661

226

2,724

54,334

6,606

4,449

3,384

1,530

1,201

464

1,218

34,177

¥ 34.78

¥ 22.77

¥ 17.40

¥

¥     908

¥ 1,160

¥ 1,362

¥   1,635

¥ 1,585

85

33

68

103

994

1,194

1,431

7,488

3,697

5,509

7.92

¥

6.27

¥

2.42

¥

6.36

$

0.18

¥ 1,666

¥ 1,577

$

6,856

222

283

162

318

1,738

1,808

1,949

1,739

7,174

3,505

2,942

16,193

10,251

32,487

42,931

5,503

6,083

6,735

5,611

4,321

4,443

79,558

78,856

72,125

69,735

83,073

90,750

93,983

83,142

882,892

56,337

53,800

48,395

52,061

58,124

65,374

50,079

522,617

76,263

75,393

76,307

80,416

85,381

82,178

76,351

870,653

60,917

49,850

56,758

67,638

77,676

74,065

67,473

508,645

198,458

179,263

175,432

183,260

201,555

208,876

184,468

1,966,002

17,076

17,076

17,076

17,076

17,076

17,076

17,076

183,817

44,508

39,343

36,198

33,974

33,499

33,480

34,020

717,499

77,098

71,633

66,872

60,306

62,673

66,463

63,750

870,266

38.8

40.0

38.1

32.9

31.1

31.8

34.6

8.9

6.4

5.3

2.5

1.9

0.7

1.9

0.51

0.61

0.75

1.08

1.22

1.18

1.16

¥ 10,680

¥ 9,672

¥   7,995

¥ 12,020

¥ 7,709

¥ 5,968

¥ 3,268

$ 156,171

(5,595)

(2,465)

9,067

(3,014)

(10,718)

(10,833)

(28,755)

(54,042)

(5,595)

(9,412)

(15,537)

(14,216)

(4,243)

2,026

27,166

(4,021)

10,984

11,562

13,680

12,416

17,679

24,852

27,585

219,372

187,541

187,612

188,543

188,722

191,386

191,406

191,406

4,675

4,765

4,709

4,871

4,916

5,237

5,440
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Business Environment and Tsubaki
Group Performance in Figures
Statistics Relating to Operating Environment

Machinery Orders in Japan for Fiscal 2010—
Year-on-Year Change

Automotive Sales in the World’s Five Largest Regions
for Fiscal 2010—Year-on-Year Change

%

%

–1.8

0

–10

60

40

–14.0

–20

20

28.6

30.5

3rd Qtr

4th Qtr

13.4

–27.3
–30

0

–33.4

–7.8
–40

1st Qtr

2nd Qtr

3rd Qtr

–20

4th Qtr

1st Qtr

2nd Qtr

Fiscal year data
2008

Statistics Relating to Operating Environment
1. Japan nominal GDP-related statistics (Billions of yen)
GDP
Private-sector corporate capital investment
Exports

Original data
2009

Year on year
2010

2010

¥515,645
81,339
92,222

¥494,182
76,760
78,314

¥475,898
62,822
64,185

(4.2%)
(5.6%)
(15.1%)

(3.7%)
(18.2%)
(18.0%)

2. Machinery orders in Japan (Billions of yen)

12,364

10,617

8,434

(14.1%)

(20.6%)

3. Automotive sales in the world (Thousands of cars)
United States
Japan
China
South Korea
Europe
		 Total of the world’s five largest regions

16,147
5,354
8,785
4,066
15,574
49,926

13,217
5,082
9,363
3,838
13,864
45,365

10,766
4,880
15,559
3,787
13,948
48,940

(18.1%)
(5.1%)
6.6%
(5.6%)
(11.0%)
(9.1%)

(18.5%)
(4.0%)
66.2%
(1.3%)
0.6%
7.9%

¥134,313
35,963
170,276

¥108,897
25,829
134,727

¥92,517
19,645
112,163

(18.9%)
(28.2%)
(20.9%)

(15.0%)
(23.9%)
(16.7%)

135,225
49,800

115,001
43,900

93,212
35,200

(15.0%)
(11.9%)

(18.9%)
(19.7%)

27,900

26,200

18,500

(6.2%)

(29.2%)

53,600
33,097

42,200
27,764

38,200
20,485

(21.3%)
(16.1%)

(9.6%)
(26.2%)

3. Operating income (Millions of yen)
Power Transmission Products segment
Materials Handling Systems segment

19,429
3,950

11,171
1,737

7,291
200

(42.5%)
(56.0%)

(34.7%)
(88.5%)

4. Operating income margin
Power Transmission Products segment
Materials Handling Systems segment

14.4%
11.9%

9.7%
6.3%

7.8%
1.0%

—
—

—
—

Tsubaki Group Data (Consolidated)
1. Orders received (Millions of yen)
Power Transmission Products segment
Materials Handling Systems segment
		 Total
2. Net sales (Millions of yen)
Power Transmission Products segment
		 Chain operations
		 Power Transmission Units and
		 Components operations
		 Automotive Parts operations
Materials Handling Systems segment

1. Sources: Cabinet office; Japan nominal GDP and machinery orders. Bloomberg; automotive sales
2. Machinery orders in Japan: Private-sector demand excluding electric power companies and orders for ships
3. Automotive annual sales only are based on the calendar year, all other data is based on the Japanese fiscal year, starting April.
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2009

Tsubaki Group Data (Consolidated)

Trends in Net Sales by Segment (Consolidated)
for Fiscal 2010

Trends in Operating Income Margin by Segment
(Consolidated) for Fiscal 2010

Billions of yen

%

30

15

26.8

10.6

24.4
20

11.4

10

22.1
19.7

5.2

5.1

5

2.5

1.5

10
0

7.0

0

4.3

4.7

1st Qtr

2nd Qtr

3rd Qtr

–2.3

–2.9

4.4
–5

4th Qtr

Power Transmission Products segment
Materials Handling Systems segment

1st Qtr

3rd Qtr

2st Qtr

4th Qtr

Power Transmission Products segment
Materials Handling Systems segment

Quarterly data for fiscal 2010
Original data
1st Qtr

Year on year

2nd Qtr

3rd Qtr

4th Qtr

1st Qtr

2nd Qtr

3rd Qtr

4th Qtr

¥118,354
14,300
14,071

¥115,120
15,583
15,740

¥125,087
14,549
16,918

¥117,338
18,390
17,456

(6.2%)
(24.7%)
(38.0%)

(5.8%)
(24.6%)
(34.6%)

(3.8%)
(17.4%)
(9.8%)

1.4%
(5.6%)
36.4%

2,086

2,068

1,961

2,318

(33.4%)

(27.3%)

(14.0%)

(1.8%)

2,604
958
3,415
865
3,893
11,735

3,005
1,217
3,556
897
2,962
11,637

2,614
1,205
3,978
1,087
3,422
12,306

2,544
1,499
4,611
937
3,671
13,262

(31.9%)
(18.5%)
31.6%
(18.4%)
(4.4%)
(7.8%)

(10.1%)
(1.9%)
73.8%
12.1%
4.6%
13.4%

5.5%
14.3%
85.7%
10.0%
17.9%
28.6%

15.5%
22.1%
72.5%
35.1%
9.2%
30.5%

¥ 19,807
2,882
22,689

¥ 21,369
6,944
28,313

¥ 25,068
3,117
28,186

¥ 26,273
6,702
32,975

(41.2%)
(53.2%)
(43.1%)

(31.9%)
(20.1%)
(29.3%)

(3.4%)
(32.8%)
(7.9%)

47.0%
5.6%
36.2%

19,796
7,800

22,106
8,600

24,426
8,800

26,884
9,800

(40.7%)
(33.8%)

(32.8%)
(29.4%)

(13.6%)
(20.3%)

31.4%
14.0%

3,900

4,400

4,900

5,200

(45.8%)

(41.5%)

(24.1%)

7.9%

7,500
4,314

8,900
4,731

10,400
4,415

11,200
7,025

(43.4%)
(26.1%)

(28.2%)
(55.6%)

3.8%
(15.3%)

75.2%
15.9%

490
(123)

1,154
70

2,580
(102)

3,067
355

(89.6%)
—

(74.3%)
(94.4%)

(3.4%)
—

—
37.6%

2.5%
(2.9%)

5.2%
1.5%

10.6%
(2.3%)

11.4%
5.1%

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

4. All statistics relating to the operating environment were correct as of May 22, 2010, and any subsequent changes are not reflected.
5. 	Net sales totals for Chain operations, Automotive Parts operations, and Power Transmission Units and Components operations within the Power Transmission Products segment are from
managerial accounts and not from financial accounts.
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Report and Analysis of Financial Condition and
Results of Operations for Fiscal 2010 (Consolidated)
Analysis of Management Performance—Major Items on

Net Income

the Income Statement

In fiscal 2010, net other income was ¥253 million, about the

Net Sales

same as the level of ¥233 million in the previous fiscal year. On

On a quarterly basis, consolidated net sales followed a recovery

the other hand, net extraordinary income was ¥57 million, an

trend, and sales in the fourth quarter were up 27.8% year on

improvement of ¥944 million from the previous fiscal year. This

year. However, for the fiscal year, net sales were down 20.3%.

was primarily attributable to a decline in loss on devaluation of

Adverse influences included automobile production, which

investments in securities. Consequently, net income for fiscal

declined by a particularly large margin in the first half of the

2010 was ¥3,175 million, a decrease of 48.7% from the previous

fiscal year, and weak private-sector capital investment. Sales in

fiscal year.

Japan were down 19.8%, and overseas sales declined 21.3%.
Results of Operations: Segment Information
Operating Income

Net sales were down 18.9% in the Power Transmission Products

In response to the abrupt decline in sales, the Group reduced

segment, which comprises Chain operations, Power Transmis-

fixed costs by approximately ¥8.3 billion in fiscal 2010, centered

sion Units and Components operations, and Automotive Parts

on personnel costs. In addition, the Group reduced variable

operations. On a quarterly basis, however, sales hit bottom in

costs by about ¥0.6 billion through such measures as cutting

the first quarter and turned upward, and in the fourth quarter

materials costs and increasing the percentage of manufactur-

sales were up 31.4% year on year. The recovery in Automotive

ing implemented within the Group. However, these initiatives

Parts operations was especially strong. In this environment, the

were not sufficient to offset the substantial decline in net sales

operating income margin in the Power Transmission Products

and the adverse influence of the appreciation of the yen, and

segment was 7.8% in fiscal 2010, down by 1.9 percentage points

operating income was down 47.9% year on year. Consequently,

from the previous fiscal year.

the operating income margin declined 2.2 percentage points,

In the Materials Handling Systems segment, relatively solid

from 6.4% in the previous fiscal year to 4.2% in the fiscal year

sales were recorded by sorting systems for the distribution in-

under review. However, on a quarterly basis, the operating in-

dustry and by conveyance systems for the distribution and

come margin recovered steadily, reaching 8.2% in the fourth

steel industries. However, due in part to the influence of slug-

quarter.

gish capital investment, sales in fiscal 2010 were down 26.2%

Operating Income Margin by Business Segment
(Quarterly Basis)

Net Sales and Operating Income Margin (Quarterly Basis)
Billions of yen
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4.3

6.3
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0
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09.1Q

2Q
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Power Transmission Products segment
Materials Handling Systems segment

5.1
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–1.3

10.1Q

11.4

–2.3

2Q

3Q

4Q

year on year, and the operating income margin recorded a sub-

Research and Development

stantial decline, falling 5.3 percentage points, to 1.0%

In fiscal 2010, R&D costs totaled ¥3,543 million. Even in challenging economic conditions, the Group continues to implement its strategy of fostering further differentiation from

Analysis of Financial Condition

competitors by bolstering its technical capabilities and devel-

In fiscal 2010, profits declined by a substantial margin, but the

oping new products. With sales declining substantially, R&D

Company was able to secure a certain level of net income

spending was maintained at about the same level as in the pre-

through reductions in fixed expenses. Consequently, retained

vious year.

earnings increased by ¥1,872 million. We also recorded an increase in net unrealized holding gain on securities, and at the
end of the fiscal year total net assets were up by ¥2,378 million.
The balance of net interest-bearing debt was ¥18,531 million, a
decline of ¥7,798 million from the previous fiscal year-end. Consequently, the equity ratio improved by 0.4 percentage point,
to 44.3%.

Analysis of Cash Flows
In fiscal 2010, net cash provided by operating activities recorded substantial growth, increasing to ¥14,508 million, from
¥7,263 million in the previous fiscal year. Net cash used in investing activities was ¥5,020 million, which represents a yearon-year decline of ¥4,703 million. This was the result of the
curbing of non-essential capital investment due to the sluggish business conditions. On the other hand, net cash used in
financing activities in fiscal 2010 was ¥373 million, compared
with ¥3,540 million in the previous fiscal year.

R&D Costs

Equity Ratio

Billions of yen
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Tsubaki Group Companies
As of March 31, 2010

* Consolidated subsidiary
Paid-in Capital

Equity Owned by
Tsubakimoto Chain Co.

Date of
Establishment

Principal Business

JAPAN
TSUBAKI EMERSON CO.*

¥460.0 million

70.6% April 2002

Manufacture and sales of reducers, variable speed drives, actuators,
clutches, and their related products
Manufacture of small-pitch conveyor chains and special chains

TSUBAKIMOTO CUSTOM CHAIN CO.*

¥125.0 million

99.6% October 1951

TSUBAKIMOTO SPROCKET CO.*

¥126.0 million

100.0% October 1968

Manufacture of sprockets and couplings

¥50.0 million

100.0% October 1968

Manufacture and sales of casting products

TSUBAKIMOTO IRON CASTING CO., LTD.*
TSUBAKI YAMAKYU CHAIN CO.*

¥126.0 million

51.0% September 1939

Manufacture and sales of various types of plastic chains and automated equipment

SHINKO MACHINERY CO.

¥50.0 million

50.0% March 1971

Manufacture of conveyor chains

TSUBAKIMOTO MAYFRAN INC.*

¥90.0 million

50.0% November 1973

Manufacture and sales of scrap metal conveyances

TSUBAKIMOTO BULK SYSTEMS CORP.*

¥150.0 million

100.0% April 1981

TSUBAKIMOTO MACHINERY CO.*

¥139.0 million

68.2% April 1971

Manufacture and sales of bulk materials handling systems
Sales of power transmission and materials handling systems products

HOKKAIDO TSUBAKIMOTO CHAIN CO., LTD.*

¥30.0 million

100.0% October 1961

Sales of power transmission and materials handling systems products

TSUBAKIMOTO NISHINIHON CO., LTD.*

¥90.0 million

50.0% October 1993

Sales of power transmission and materials handling systems products

TSUBAKI SUPPORT CENTER CO.*

¥80.0 million

100.0% October 1970

Building maintenance service and insurance agency, etc.

US$33,500,000

100.0% February 1971

Sales and production of power transmission products and materials
handling systems

100.0% July 1973

Sales and production of power transmission products

NORTH AMERICA / SOUTH AMERICA
U.S. TSUBAKI, INC.*
TSUBAKI OF CANADA LIMITED*
TSUBAKI BRASIL EQUIPAMENTOS INDUSTRIAIS
LTDA.*

C$6,295,955
R$382,000

U.S. TSUBAKI 100.0% November 2007

Sales of power transmission products

EUROPE
TSUBAKIMOTO EUROPE B.V.*
TSUBAKIMOTO U.K. LTD.*

€ 2,722,681
£550,000

100.00% April 1972
TSUBAKIMOTO
March 1985
EUROPE 100.0%

Sales of power transmission products
Sales and production of power transmission products

ASIA AND OCEANIA
TAIWAN TSUBAKIMOTO CO.*
TSUBAKIMOTO SINGAPORE PTE. LTD.*
TSUBAKIMOTO AUTOMOTIVE (THAILAND) CO.,
LTD.*
TSUBAKIMOTO (THAILAND) CO., LTD.*

TSUBAKI AUSTRALIA PTY. LIMITED*
TSUBAKIMOTO AUTOMOTIVE (SHANGHAI) CO.,
LTD.*

NT$70,000,000

100.0% January 1970

Sales and production of power transmission products

¥271.1 million

100.0% January 1981

Sales of power transmission products

THB100,000,000

100.0% March 2002

Sales and production of power transmission products

THB4,000,000

TSUBAKIMOTO
SINGAPORE March 2002
95.1%

AU$300,000
RMB20,692,030

TSUBAKIMOTO CHAIN TRADING (SHANGHAI) CO.,
LTD.

US$400,000

TSUBAKI KABELSCHLEPP SHANGHAI CO., LTD.

US$200,000

TSUBAKI EMERSON GEAR (TIANJIN) CO., LTD.*
TSUBAKI EMERSON MACHINERY (SHANGHAI) CO.,
LTD.

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
60.0%

Sales of power transmission products

May 1987

Sales of power transmission products

April 2004

Sales and production of power transmission products

June 2004

Sales of power transmission products

November 2000

Sales of power transmission products

RMB87,496,923

TSUBAKI EMERSON
June 1990
59.4%

Sales and production of power transmission products

US$2,200,000

TSUBAKI EMERSON
July 2004
100.0%

Sales and production of power transmission products

TIANJIN DONGCHUN-TAIKI METAL FINISHING &
CONVEYOR SYSTEM MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

US$500,000

20.0% January 2004

Sales and production of materials handling systems

SHANGHAI DONGBO-TAIKI CONVEYOR SYSTEM
MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

US$900,000

20.0% March 2005

Sales and production of materials handling systems

TIANJIN TSUBAKIMOTO CONVEYOR SYSTEMS CO.,
LTD.

RMB8,314,833

TSUBAKIMOTO BULK
August 1995
SYSTEMS 47.0%

TSUBAKIMOTO AUTOMOTIVE KOREA CO., LTD.

KRW2,800,000,000

100.0% August 2009

KOREA CONVEYOR IND. CO., LTD.

KRW1,200,000,000

49.0% January 1970

KOREA MAYFRAN CO., LTD.

TSUBAKIMOTO MAYFRAN CONVEYOR
(SHANGHAI) CO., LTD.

KRW600,000,000

US$1,200,000

TSUBAKIMOTO
MAYFRAN 37.5%
October 1990
KOREA CONVEYOR
25.0%
TSUBAKIMOTO
June 2005
MAYFRAN 100.0%

Sales and production of bulk materials handling systems
Sales and production of power transmission products
Sales and production of materials handling systems

Sales and production of scrap metal conveyances

Sales and production of scrap metal conveyances

Note:	In April 2010, the Company made KabelSchlepp GmbH, of Germany, a subsidiary. On June 1, 2010, Tsubaki India Power Transmission Private Limited, a sales company in India, was
established as a subsidiary of Tsubakimoto Singapore Pte. Ltd.
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Corporate Data and Stock Information
As of March 31, 2010

Corporate Data

Company Name

TSUBAKIMOTO CHAIN CO.

Number of Consolidated Subsidiaries

23

Date of Foundation

December, 1917

Number of Unconsolidated Subsidiaries

8

Date of Incorporation January 31, 1941

Number of Affiliates

9

Paid-in Capital

¥17,076 million

(Included Number of Equity-Method Affiliates

2)

Headquarters

3-3-3, Nakanoshima, Kita-ku, Osaka

Number of Employees* (consolidated)

		

530-0005, Japan

* including contracted and temporary staff

Telephone

+81-6-6441-0011

Fiscal Year-End

March 31

5,271

Stock Information

Shareholder Register	The Chuo Mitsui Trust and Banking
Company, Limited
Stock Listings

Shareholder Composition
Number of Shareholders

Tokyo and Osaka

Securities Firms
37: 0.27%

Common Stock
Authorized:

299,000,000 shares

Issued:

191,406,969 shares

Number of Shareholders

13,594

Major Shareholders
Name

Other Japanese
Institutions
2: 0.01%

Other Japanese
Companies
287: 2.11%
Total

13,594

Financial
Institutions
50: 0.37%

Number of Shares Percentage of Total
Held (Thousands)
Shares Issued

Taiyo Life Insurance Company

18,398

9.89

Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd. (Trust
account 4G)

14,153

7.61

Nippon Life Insurance Company

12,159

6.54

The Master Trust Bank of Japan, Ltd. (Trust
account)

9,562

5.14

Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd. (Trust
account)

9,130

4.91

Toyota Motor Corporation

7,722

4.15

Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation

7,034

3.78

Kyoeikai Employee Stock Ownership
Association

5,384

2.89

Tsubakimoto Kogyo Co., Ltd.

5,194

2.79

The Chuo Mitsui Trust and Banking Company,
Limited

4,245

2.28

1. Numbers less than 1,000 have been rounded.
2.	The Company owns treasury stock of 5,374,353 shares; however, these shares are not
included in the above list of major shareholders.
3.	Percentage of total shares issued has been calculated excluding the treasury stock of
5,374,353 shares.

Foreign Institutions
and Individuals
145: 1.07%
Individuals and
Others
13,073: 96.17%

Number of Shares Held
Other Japanese
Institutions
112,216: 0.06%

Foreign Institutions
and Individuals
22,486,663: 11.74%

Individuals
and Others
41,396,105: 21.63%

Other Japanese
Companies
22,734,232: 11.88%

Total

191,406,969

Financial Institutions
103,798,211: 54.23%

Securities Firms
879,542: 0.46%

Note: Treasury stock of 5,374,353 shares is included in “Individuals and Others.”
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